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Abstract

The idea of  orienting the design process towards the well-being of  the patient is not something new in the world of  
architecture. That the  form follows the function is usually but what must be taken into account is the dynamics of  the process 
of  understanding human needs. With each day that passes, complex changes of  different kinds affect the human being and 
society as a whole in an unalterable trajectory. 
The disciplines and the arts try to follow this trajectory and sometimes even to get ahead of  it. Architecture is an art of  
humanist nature par excellence, since it tries to create spaces for life and emotions, but delving into certain aspects of  a person’s 
life, one can reach the question: should the architects’ skills be extrapolated towards aspects as concrete and sensitive as, for 
example, the medical field of  childhood cancer? 

The interest for a more in-depth look at the role that architecture can claim in the treatment and healing process came after 
reading some studies that affirmed that in the case of  cancer, the psychological factor had a much greater negative impact both 
on the patient and on his family than the disease itself. 
This thesis tries to bring the reader the necessary information to understand the complex process that begins from the moment 
of  receiving a cancer diagnosis to the point in which the hospital environment takes over the universe of  the affected child. 
Focusing on the two perspectives of  the hospital environment - what it represents and what it inspires - this thesis  searches to 
build a dialogue between the patient, the factors of  influence and the architecture. 

The principles outlined and extracted throughout this thesis constitute the creative vector of  the graphic proposal that comes 
to complete this work.
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    The idea of  the Elysium project has arisen in a first phase from 
the intention of  delving into the dynamics of  the architect/architec-
tures roles and how these ones adjust to the changing demands of  a 
multifaceted society. 
Starting from the basic definitions that describe the architecture, my 
intention was to extrapolate the social role of  the architect, integrat-
ing it into a mainly healing context. In this way, the architect should 
come to identify and answer questions that dematerialize the clas-
sical formulations and demonstrate the capacity for transformation 
and for updated meanings of  the architecture.

With almost 400,000 kids suffering from cancer each year (WHO 
2021), my research will aim to analyze the implications of  cancer 
treatment effects in pediatric patients, initiating a debate on the 
position of  the architecture both   in the healing process and in the 
prevention of  trauma.
The following research is based mainly on the analysis of  four 
sources of  information:

    1. Speciality literature on childhood cancer, psycho-oncology, 
psychology of  children with long-term hospitalizations, researches 
on the recovery of  sick children.
    
   2. Studies on the therapeutic effects of  terrestrial/marine nature.
    
   3. Specialized literature on construction of  hospital centers.
   
   4. The interviews carried out by the author with medical personnel 
specialized in childhood cancer, child psychologists and relatives of  
children affected by cancer. 
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The treatment of  serious diseases that have marked our century 
such as cancer for example, depends largely on the pharmaceutical 
industry, early detection and treatment technologies but this would 
only be a simplified approach. 
Extensive studies that I have used for this research document with 
great precision not only the implications of  this disease in all the
dimensions of  the patient’s life, but also the factors that could have 
a great influence on the complex process of  healing. 
The existence or lack of  certain stimuli like family support, own 
space, educational programs and information can mark critical 
points in this process, and it is precisely here where the possibilities 
for new visions open. 

The following data and descriptions regarding the disease have the 
role of  introducing the reader to the complex relation between a 
cancer diagnosis followed by its treatments and the effects of  it, 
along the uncertain path to the complete healing or to the death. 
 At the same time, this field investigation try to raise awareness and 
sensitize about a real existing problem in the system that affects the 
quality of  life of  child patients and theirs families.
As we will see below, this complex diagnosis/treatment/effects/
results- relationship depends on many factors and variables that can 
radically influence the result, and  which dinamic transforms this 
relationship into a true algorithm.
Inevitably at this point the questions arise: 
How would be possible for architecture to claim an more active role 
in this algorithm?
Would it be justified to move away from rational and traditional 
principles and push design in a radical way towards the well-being of  
the patient, even more so when it comes to a child?
What would happen if  we try it?  WHAT IF?

View Through a Window may Influence Recovery from Surgery (Ulrich.1984)

Kid with leucemia
Foto 2: medonline.at 2017 downloaded 2023
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Direct dialogue and observation as data sources for this thesis.

Initially, the intention of  this thesis was to exclusively use as a basis 
information obtained directly from the interest group, in this case 
children affected by cancer and their families. Health personnel and 
administrative personnel from the local hospital setting have 
subsequently been added to this group. 
But given the complexity of  the subject, it has been necessary to 
resort -in order to establish references- also to specialized readings. 

In this section I will refer exclusively to the survey carried out for 
this thesis and will explain what it consisted of. The study carried 
out on the time spent by the children in the aquarium will be de-
scribed in the second part of  the project when I will justify the 
constructive choices.
In the first phase, four interest groups have been identified:

A first group that includes children who have gone through this 
experience and relatives.
A second group includes medical personnel directly involved in the 
treatment of  childhood cancer, and this includes both doctors and 
nurses.
A third group refers to the executive-administrative staff  of  the 
medical units dedicated to this disease.
A fourth group included psychological personnel specialized in sick 
children.

Children and family.

To contact family groups, the announcement that appears at the 
beginning of  this chapter has been published on the media channels 
of  the Association of  Children Sick with Cancer (Barn Cancer Fon-
den), in addition to using my own channels and relationships. A total 
of  18 contacts have been established with families of  children who 
have gone through one form or another of  cancer. 
Of  this number, only 13 reports have provided very relevant data                  
for the survey, the other 5 reports contributing more from the                                                     
perspective of  the relatives, given the fact that they were children of  
a very early age (2-4 years of  age). 
The pattern of  the interview consisted of  a base of  questions - 
around 27 questions and a totally free conversation in which the 
family had the possibility to relate the experience from their 
perspective and in their own way.
The information compiled through this group brings the following 
relevant data: 
Most of  the reports coincide in the opinions about the hospitaliza-
tion experience from the perspective of  the children and from that 
of  the relatives. The lack of  spaces, the possibilities of  personalizing 
the environment, the social, economic or other changes that this 
experience has brought about, the need for integration programs 
and coping with both the direct and secondary effects of  the dis-
ease, were the main themes of  the interviews. 
The broader debate has been provoked, however, by the two 
questions that have been present for all the groups: 
1. What is considered to be the position of  architecture/architect in 
the healing process?
2. If  there was an “open bar” from an architectural point of  view, 
how would they themselves build the hospital for their children?
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Medical staff

In order to contact the medical staff, direct visits have been made to 
the hospital units. Of  the 4 specialists contacted, three have agreed 
to give their point of  view in short conversations with a reduced 
number of  questions, a situation due to the intense schedule that the 
medical staff  has. The group included two doctors and a nurse.
The questions to this small group have referred - among others 
issues to the current working conditions of  the personnel dedicated 
to childhood cancer, degree of  emotional involvement in the job, 
objective and subjective needs of  the personnel involved.
A reduced set-three questions have referred to the special and 
specific needs of  the affected children and their families from the 
perspective of  the medical staff, and another set to the immediate 
needs of  the medical staff  in order to generally improve the healing
process.

Executive-administrative staff
 
An attempt has been made to contact three senior management 
officials and an interview has been obtained with probably the most 
suitable person for this study, from the perspective of  the quantity 
and quality of  the information obtained.
The interview has contained a set of  about 50 questions that have 
provided a large amount of  specific information with reference to 
the special needs of  children affected by some form of  cancer as 
well as children affected by so-called “rare diseases”, whose effects 
They bear many similarities with those of  cancer.
In addition, in this interview, the situation of  pediatric patients with 
a pessimistic diagnosis has been discussed, putting into discussion 
the possibility of  designing specific spaces for this group.

The most relevant information obtained from this interview refers 
precisely to the limitations of  the pediatric cancer patient and how 
these limitations are reflected both in the design of  the environment 
and in the nature of  the materials used. It was precisely after this 
interview that it became clear that pediatric cancer is a world apart, 
where the same theories and rules of  the rest of  the medical field do
not always work.

Specialists in child psychology

Of  the three professors at the Lund University specializing in child 
psychology, none have agreed to be interviewed for this thesis.

Conclusions:
It is quite true that the number of  surveyed  groups is quite small 
for very edifying conclusions to be generalized. The time allocated 
to this part of  my thesis was quite short - a total of  three months. 
My interest was mainly to find a certain number of  real references, 
from accounts obtained first-hand with my own questions, which 
provide me with information that will serve me together with the 
studies carried out by specialized researchers, as a guide in the design 
process. 
In this way, at least virtually, I have been able to involve everyone 
who has taken the trouble to dedicate their time answering to my 
questions into the design process, creating in this way something like 
a common vision.
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I. CANCER PEDIATRIC PATIENTS SPECIAL 
                                   CONDITION- 
                                medical perspective

When we talk about treating childhood cancer, we should NOT think of  small 
adults 
(Jesús Sánchez Ruiz, Molecular Biologist, 2018-Differences Between Childhood Cancer and 
Adult Cancer )

Childhood cancer has its own biological, psychological and social characteristics and 
effects, which differentiate it to a large extent from cancer in adults 
(Mendez et al . Atencion Psicologica en el Cancer Infantil-PSICOONCOLOGÍA. Vol. 1  
pag 139. 2004).

                                                    

1. The cancer diagnostic and the fear
Key words: childhood cancer, psychological impact

Numbers
Every year in Europe some 15,000 children are diagnosed as new 
cancer patients and it can be said that it is the disease with the 
highest number of  deaths among infant patients (Hernandez 2020).
Currently, Europe enjoys a high cure rate, around 80% while in 
countries without economic and technological development this rate 
is between 10 and 20%. 
It should also be remembered that underdeveloped countries are the 
ones that present 80% of  the total number of  childhood cancers 
that are registered in the entire world. 
Even with this promising percentage in Europe, cancer is the first 
cause of  death in children due to disease. From the perspective of  
numbers, childhood cancer cannot be considered a frequent disease, 
but rather a rare disease, representing only 3% of  all cancers 
(Hernandez 2020).

Cancer-its mechanism
In the specialized literature can be find that what we group today 
under the name of  CANCER is in fact a large and diverse number 
of  diseases and conditions(Méndez et al. 2004).
What these have in common is the uncontrolled growth and spread 
of  abnormal cells in the body. While normal, healthy cells grow, 
divide, and then die, cancer cells continue to divide and accumulate, 
forming tumors that take over healthy tissue. Cancer cells have the 
ability to travel through the lymphatic system or blood to other parts 
of  the body to continue multiplying (Méndez et al. 2004).
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Causes of  childhood cancer
The causes of  most childhood cancers are not known. About 5% of  all cancers 
in children are caused by an inherited mutation. It is thought that the most can-
cers in children, as well as in adults, arise as a result of  mutations in genes that 
cause uncontrolled cell growth and ultimately cancer 
(Hernandez 2020).

The important thing is to understand the difference from the 
biological point of  view between cancer in adult patients and 
childhood cancer. In adults, this multiplication of  cells that can 
mutate and generate the disease can be associated with the processes 
that arise in the human body with age and with the increase in risk 
factors such as alcohol or smoking. In the case of  the child patient, 
these factors cannot be taken into account, which limits the ability 
of  medical researchers to design cancer prevention strategies in 
children ( Ruiz 2019)

Cancer diagnostic- a breaking point
A diagnosis of  cancer in a pediatric patient involves a wide range of  
emotions that will depend on their level of  development, age, sup-
port from family and friends. Fear, anger, loneliness and depression 
are the main feelings that can take over the child patient (Delgado 
Hernandez 2020).
At the moment the diagnosis is confirmed, we are already witnessing 
an apparent resting of  identity of  the child since the child becomes 
a patient and therefore the target of  treatments and complex 
medical procedures that almost always constitute a new and hostile 
world for them.
Only the status of  “patient” itself  carries connotations of  suffering 
and pain for the one affected by this disease (Jencks 1995).

Cancer cell invading healthy cell.
Foto 3: https://www.nsta.org
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Hierarcy of  priorities in environmental circles of  the healthy child vs cancer patient

This diagram represents a graphic expression of  the changes in a child’s environment caused by a cancer diagnosis 
and is supported by the conclusions drawn by the author based on the information provided by the interwiewed 
families.

These conclusions are also supported by studies related to the psychological impact of  the diagnosis in the 
pediatric patient. In this way, it is considered that in the case of  childhood cancer, the most traumatic experiences are 
related to hospitalization, medical procedures, side effects of  treatment and the need for isolation, affecting them not only physically and 
mentally but also at a mental level. social and school, both in the hospital and at home (Juan Manuel Ortigosa et al - Psycological 
Coping With Invasive And Painful Medical Procedures In The Treatment Of  Childhood And Adolescent cancer: The Cognitive-Be-
havioural Approach pag 413)
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The results of  numerous studies reveal that following a cancer 
diagnosis, children begin to suffer from sleep problems, anxiety, 
dependency, reactions also shared by the rest of  the family. 
Especially during childhood is when long periods of  hospitalization 
lead to greater effects, assuming for the patient the separation from 
his family and a new environment related to pain and death (Casales 
2015). Both the disease  as well as the treatment itself  or even the 
idea of  hospitalization cause a wide range of  effects in the patient 
whose severity is comparable to that of  the disease itself.   

Faced with the perspective of  hospitalization, children may manifest anticipatory 
anxiety about medical procedures. They also feel disturbed by the fear of  cures, 
white coats and medical instruments and procedures, by taking certain drugs, 
by sleep and by pain. (Xavier Méndez*, Mireia Orgilés*, Sofía López-
Roig** and José Pedro Espada** PSYCHOLOGICAL CARE IN 
CHILDHOOD CANCER 2004 page 141)
The general problem with cancer treatments is that it tend to be 
long-lasting, intensive and especially intrusive, assuming long stays 
or numerous visits to the treatment center. During this treatment, 
which often involves numerous transfers between different health 
centers, the affected child faces a series of  extremely stressful and 
painful procedures such as surgery combined with chemotherapy, or 
blood extraction (Méndez et al 2004).
One of  the especially painful procedures is the extraction of  bone 
marrow for the biopsy necessary to detect leukemia, a form of  
cancer with a greater preponderance among children. 
The process consists of  introducing a thin needle between the 4th 
and 5th lumbar vertebra to take a sample of  cerebrospinal fluid or, 
where appropriate, to inject a drug (Alvarez and Marcos, 1995)

Other procedures are better tolerated but generally have side effects 
that also represent a stress factor for the patient. For example nau-
sea, vomiting, anemia and hair loss are only the most visible of  the 
side effects of  chemotherapy (Méndez et al 2004).

Medical enviroment-human enviroment
The treatment of  childhood cancer requires, in addition to the 
already mentioned painful procedures, sometimes long or frequent 
periods of  hospitalization. In this way, a new environment is 
introduced into the patient’s life in which the child must continue 
with her life and with part of  her routines, but also new interactions 
- with the medical staff  in this case. It is precisely the medical staff  
that detects and evaluates the physical and emotional changes that 
the pediatric patient presents ( Hernandez 2020).

Children very quickly develop responses conditioned by the anxiety 
they feel in the face of  potentially painful procedures, leading to 
phobia of  needles or sleep problems ( Alvarez and Marcos, 1995). 
This fact represents a serious inconvenience for the medical 
personnel who must carry out the therapies, since they can find 
very violent reactions on the part of  the patient, such as screaming 
or physical opposition. These reactions make the work of  medical 
personnel even more difficult, in addition to increasing the stress of  
the family members, often leading to the need to repeat the process 
(Alvarez and Marcos, 1995).
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2. Cancer- a family desease
Key words: family, mood disorder, anxiety

Many parents consider their child’s illness as a death sentence, without any hope 
(Anaïs Delgado Hernández -Aspectos psicológicos de la oncología infantil y 
la actuación de enfermería: una revisión bibliográfica Pag 11)

I have considered it necessary to briefly state these aspects of  the 
disease and its direct effects precisely to highlight the mechanism 
that leads to serious effects of  a psychological and social order not 
only on the patient, but to the same extent on the family.
The diagnosis of  cancer is always an unexpected and traumatic 
experience. The quality of  life of  the affected child changes radically 
and entails implications in the lives of  the parents, which is why this 
situation is usually considered a family disease (Hernandez 2020).
When a child falls ill, the whole family falls ill with it, so the treatments must be 
comprehensive and refer to the entire family nucleus. For any family, regardless 
of  its ability to adapt, cancer is a destabilizing element that requires putting 
into operation the personal resources that are available (Casales, El Cancer en 
la Infancia y Adolescencia: Consecuencias en el paciente, la familia y papel del 
asociacionismo 2015)
Unlike adult patients,  children are closely linked to and depends 
on the family environment. Their room in the house where their 
parents live, the surroundings and the social ties specify a well-de-
termined environment for a child. Any change or disturbance in this 
environment has the capacity of  affecting even healthy children. 
Separating parents, renovating a home or moving to another city can 
have very different effects on a child than on adults. 
Alterations in their reference system attract- in most of  the cases, 
changes in behavior or even new habits.
The implications of  a cancer diagnosis are much more radical, given 
the fact that it forces the child and their family to accept a new 

reality that entails a change of  priorities and that, in addition - al-
though in a small percentage (Sanchez Ruiz 2019) - has the possibili-
ty of  ending up in a death. 
From the moment of  diagnosis, the children acquire a new status - 
that of  a patient, but they continue to be  children with a social and 
family circle who must face a new environment imposed by the per-
spective of  hospitalization and which is always associated with the 
most traumatic experiences (Ortigosa, Mendez and Riquelme 2009).
According to the parents interviewed for this research, children 
already diagnosed who had started some forms of  treatment have 
had difficulties continuing in the social circle they had.
The transformations due to the treatment, the fatigue, the time that 
they had been absent from the school environment or from the 
circle of  acquaintances have visibly affected their relationships with 
others.The fact of  not being able to maintain continuity in the stud-
ies or in other activities in which the child participated before the 
diagnosis breaks the relationship between the child and his previous 
life. 
In addition, I have been able to understand from the accounts of  
the families interviewed that that a child affected by this disease 
usually loses an average of  one year or even two years of  student 
life, which can be a serious problem and a setback for the child´s life 
once the child has recovered.
According to the survey carried out, even the mere fact that the 
child had received the diagnosis had provoked certain reactions and 
attitudes in the school environment.
Without intending to go further than a simple conclusion, the family 
members surveyed consider that society is not always prepared or 
knows how to react to a child visibly affected by treatment and 
trying to lead a normal life. 



A diagnosis with repercursions on the family
The spectrum of  emotions that the sick child faces is matched by 
the other members of  the family and especially by the parents.
From the emotional perspective, the family can experience a very 
wide spectrum of  feelings such as anger, guilt or denial (Hernandez 
2020)
According to the parents surveyed, questions such as: “why my son” 
or “how could we have avoided it” may arise. It is also common for 
the family to find it difficult to accept the diagnosis and therefore 
look for other specialists who can confirm the situation.
Once the diagnosis is accepted and treatment started, mood dis-
orders and anxiety manifestations generally increase, leading to 
situations in which marital problems worsen or even new conflicts 
appear (Mendez et al 2004)
A study carried out in Spain on a group of  parents of  26 children 
who have successfully completed cancer treatment collects their 
testimonies about how they experienced the diagnosis and the treat-
ment period. All described the entire period associated with their 
children’s illness and pain as a very intense experience, an experience 
accompanied by feelings such as helplessness or guilt (Mendez et al 
2004).
The same emotional traits are present in the group of  relatives 
interviewed for this study. At the first impulse of  not believing/
accepting the diagnosis is added the need to quickly make a decision 
regarding treatment and how to deal with the situation. Another 
feature of  this diagnosis is that it also leaves the relatives and the 
patient uncertain about the final result of  the treatment and - in the 
case of  a cure - the risk that the disease will return (Mendez et al 
2004).
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Foto 4: https://wechope.org/support/talking-about-your-childs-cancer-diagnosis-with-family-and-friends/
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1.The space and the cancer patient´s needs

Maggie Jencks had understood this aspect-and she was not the only 
one-when she emphasized the importance of  being able to have a warm 
and friendly space, a small haven where cancer patients (…) could help them-
selves get back on their feet. (Maggie’s Centres: Marching On by Marcia 
Blakenham pg 28)
Next I am going to describe the routine for a year of  a family of  a 
10-year-old boy with cancer in a region of  Sweden. This is an extract 
from one of  the interviews carried out with the relatives of  children 
affected by any form of  cancer and which presents common 
elements with the other stories. 
The possible problems that can be deduced is due solely to a 
problem of  physical space and has nothing to do with the 
professionalism or dedication of  the medical personnel involved in 
the treatment. 
The only objective is to highlight the importance of  the simple 
existence of  available physical spaces and what a difference it would 
make.
After the diagnosis they had started treatment at a medical center located about 
40 kilometers from their residence. From the beginning there was a fundamental 
problem: the lack of  rooms for children. Parents would gather in the hallways 
waiting for the child to receive a location. Once the child received a bed, it was 
expected that the child would be ready for treatment - in this situation, 
chemotherapy. The relatives used to take turns waiting for them to continue 
through the corridors. Once the treatment had been administered, the time was 
awaited when the child would feel well enough - pigg was the Swedish expres-
sion used - to be sent home. This entire process took a couple of  days or more. 
But once home, complications arose related to the child’s delicate state of  health 
-usually infections that meant taking the child to emergency services at a different 
medical facility. 

II. THE PHYSICAL SPACE AND TRAUMA PREVENTION

Firstly, no patient should be asked, however kindly and however over-
worked the hospital staff, to sit in a corridor without further inquiry, 
immediately after hearing they have an estimated three to four months left 
to live 
(Maggie Keswick Jencks, A View From The Front Line, 1995, pg 20)

90% of  the time in the hospital we have spent waiting in the corridors 
(mother of  a 9 years old girl with cancer- Sweden 2022)

He had neither the time nor the space to do something to feel at home 
(mother of  an 11-year-old boy with leucemia-Sweden 2022).
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Other hours or days waiting with parents in the hallways. As soon as the child 
was stabilized and back at home, it was time for a new dose of  treatment.

Perhaps the problem needs to be approached from different points 
of  view: The general opinion of  those interviewed has been that 
both for the child and the family, a prolonged admission to the 
hospital would have been more convenient instead of  repeated 
visits. This opinion is also supported by the medical staff
interviewed. In the ideal situation, a prolonged stay instead of  inter-
mittent visits would have obvious benefits for both the family and 
the child and therapy.

Reasons
The surveyed group had to answer- among oters-to the following 
question:
 Do you think that it would have been better for you in general if  the child had 
benefited from a longer stay in the hospital instead of  having to take him or her 
repeatedly for treatment?
My expectation on this question was actually that the parents would 
always choose for the child to be at home as much as possible. I was 
wrong in my supposition:
From the family point of  view, in the case of  a prolonged stay, the 
child would have the opportunity to adapt better to the hospital 
environment, have continuity and new routines, which would 
positively affect the child’s mental health.
The main problem related to the hospitalization of  the child, in the 
opinion of  the parents surveyed, consists in the fact that - due to 
the lack of  spaces that allow a longer stay - the children have not 
even had an opportunity to personalize in any way their space.
And this is not the only aspect.

Parents -which in this situation represents one of  the main pillars 
for the comfort and well-being of  the sick child ( Delgado 2020), 
should also take care of  themselves and be able to put aside their 
worries, fears and feelings. This reality is reflected in their answers.
The parents consider that, if  the child had benefited from a 
continuous hospitalization, even if  for a longer time, the following 
advantages would have been observed:
Obvously, the family would have saved a lot of  time, stress, fatigue 
and worries regarding the child’s situation. Knowing their children in 
a safe environment, with the necessary care, in a stable environment, 
the family would also have been able to resume part of  their own 
routines and maintain a much more positive attitude.
Children channel most of  what relatives are feeling and it is
important that parents do not reflect negative aspects ( Casales 
2020).

Space as context and support for trauma prevention programs
Although the social aspect is one of  the points of  relevant impor-
tance in the integration process of  the child patient, it is not the 
only one that requires physical space. Since the 1960s, psychology 
has actively sought to design and apply strategies that help pediatric 
patients and their relatives-parents, especially to face the disease and 
its effects with minimal emotional exhaustion (Ortigosa, Mendez 
and Riquelme 2009). Initially, it was about designing information 
programs and strategies to establish trust between the patient and 
the medical staff. 
Currently, four general areas can be named in which research related 
to psychological intervention in the case of  pediatric patients has 
focused (Ortigosa, Mendez and Riquelme 2009):
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-Understand and reduce pain caused by medical therapies
-Recognize the consequences of  the diagnosis in the long term
-Understand the distress caused during the diagnosis and after
-Know the importance of  social relationships. 
Simplifying, it can be stated that psychology has advanced programs 
for the prevention of  trauma and pain that can be applied both 
during the diagnostic phase and during the treatment period (Men-
dez et al 2004). In addition to specialized personnel, these programs 
require infrastructure, space, and time. In many of  these programs, 
the presence of  the parents or the closest relatives/friends is re-
quired. We will briefly go through these strategies that can signifi-
cantly improve the life of  the pediatric oncology patient.

Distracting strategies
Basically it is about withdrawing the child patient’s attention from 
the source of  pain and redirecting it towards another type of  stimu-
lus, constituting one of  the fundamental mechanisms found in most 
psychological therapies applied to pediatric patients (Mendez et al 
2004). Distraction, imagination and relaxation/breathing exercises 
are the essential therapeutic ingredients to try to alleviate childhood 
discomfort generated by invasive medical procedures (Alvarez and 
Marcos 1996)
The target  is to train the child to reach a certain degree of  physical 
and situational mastery.
Oriented towards pain reduction, music therapy, hypnosis, filmed 
and audiovisual modeling are also used.
In the case of  younger children, the strategy that stands out is the 
game. Here we can talk about the therapeutic game, development 
game and distraction game (Ortigosa et al 2009).

2. The child and the hospital

Leaving aside for the moment the psychological intervention in the 
prevention of  traumas, we will be able to concentrate on the phys-
ical “container” of  these programs: the hospital and its dependen-
cies. At this point, an important question would be: 
Is the child affected by cancer the one who must adapt / get used to the hospital 
or is the hospital environment the one who has to adapt / transform itself  to 
respond to the vision and needs of  the child?
Pediatric cancer patients, especially those undergoing chemotherapy, 
become conditioned by different elements of  a physical nature. 
Often children suffer from nausea and vomiting even before the 
start of  therapy at the time of  entering the hospital. These reac-
tions are the result of  the association between the side effects of  
therapies already experienced and environmental stimuli such as the 
appearance of  a nurse, waiting rooms or certain odors (Mendez et al 
2004).
Studies show that patients who can benefit from a family environ-
ment that does not have much in common with the typical hospital 
environment - and here elements such as layout, color, lighting, 
openings, etc. stand out - demonstrate a much higher degree of  con-
nection with the environment (DuBose et al  2018). 
The waiting room environment managed in such a way that it can 
offer a distraction for the pediatric patient such as music or games 
can contribute to making the medical environment less hostile. 
In the situation of  long-term hospitalizations, a good strategy to 
improve the comfort of  the patient is to allow him to take objects 
or toys with him. In this way, the pediatric patient has the possibility 
of  a better connection with the new environment, creating a more 
familiar environment (Mendez et al 2004).
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III. MAGGIE´S CENTER-
Human Dimension Orientated Architecture

Simply put, Maggie´s centers are places where people feel at home and cared for. 
                                                                        (Raskin 2019)

Above all what matters is not to lose the joy of  living in the fear of  dying.
                                                                   Maggie Keswick Jencks 1994

At the moment most hospital environments say to the patient, in effect: ‘How you feel is 
unimportant. You are not of  value. Fit in with us, not us with you’. With very little 
effort and money this could be changed to something like: ‘Welcome! And don’t worry. 
We are here to reassure you, and your treatment will be good and helpful to you’. 
                    Why shouldn’t the patient look forward to a dayat the hospital?
                                        Maggie Keswick Jencks-A View From The Front Line 1994

           
First Maggie´s center in Edinburgh by architect Richard Murphy
Foto 5: https://citythreepointzero.files.wordpress.com/2012/ 
downloaded 2022
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1. A human dimension of  healing architecture
key words: healing, homelike feeling, well-being

Healing is a holistic, transformative process of  repair and recovery in mind, 
body, and spirit resulting in positive change, finding meaning, and movement 
towards self-realization of  wholeness, regardless of  the presence or absence of  
disease. Healing may or may not include cure, defined as the eradication of  phys-
ical symptoms of  illness or disease ( Firth et al, Healing- a Concept analysis. 
2015)

At the moment the artist and landscape designer Maggie Keswick 
Jencks decided to start the innovative project that would later bear 
her name, she was already been battling cancer for years, a battle she 
unfortunately lost in 1995, shortly before the first center with his 
name in 1996. (Raskin 2019).
By then she had managed to mobilize prominent names in architec-
ture such as Frank Gehry and Richard Murphy for the creation of  
a new space in which the fight against cancer could be carried out 
under diffrent conditions, nothing like the cold, institutional environment 
Maggie had found herself  in (BBC 2016).

Living first-hand the long process from diagnosis to its premature 
end, Maggie has been inspired to reformulate the value of  a patient’s 
time and the importance of  the physical space in which they carry 
out their fight against the disease.
Her response was A View from the Front Line, an essay written in 
1994 that describes the experience of  being diagnosed with cancer 
and what it is like to live with the diagnosis. 

A creative writing session at Norman Foster’s Maggie’s Centre 
in Manchester 
Foto 6: © Philip Durrant



Up and below: Maggie´s Center in Leeds, by the Heatherwick Studio
foto 7 and 8: Hufton +Crow,  2023
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The fact that more than a thousand people have already used the 
first Maggie’s center in the first year of  operation demonstrates the 
strength of  the Maggie Jencks legacy. From 2016 to the present 
moment, twenty-one Maggie’s centers have beenbuilt in the United 
Kingdom and three in the world with the participation of  important 
names such as Norman Foster or Zaha Hadid (Raskin 2019).

2. What is a Maggie’s center?

According to Maggie herself, in the beginning she knew only what 
such a center should not be: 

Nothing like dreary and dimly lit hospital waiting spaces, spaces that have little 
to do with the vitality and hope of  patients (Jencks 1994).

Patients like Maggie needed a space where they could feel comfort-
able, away from the clinical context, where they could feel at home, 
communicate and receive information, have contact with light and 
nature, where they could meet and support other people going 
through cancer. 
It is not a treatment clinic, but a complement at least necessary and 
totally opposite to a traditional treatment clinic.
What the people afected by cancer discover at a Maggie’s Center 
may help them put a different perspective on what is happening to 
them and make a profound difference to their experience of  living 
with cancer (Blackenham 2007).
Maggie Jencks understood the urgent needs of  a human being who 
had been diagnosed with cancer and her legacy reflects this. 
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After documenting the services provided by the centers, I consid-
er that it can be affirmed that the current Maggie´s centers do not 
offer specific facilities for children, although it would be perhaps 
wrong to say that they are mainly oriented towards adults, but clearly 
they can be defined as spaces oriented towards the well-being of  the 
cancer patient.
Although there have already been studies or previous investigations 
that bring attention to the potential of  light or nature or color in the 
treatment of  certain conditions and their effects, Maggie Jencks had 
the will and the ability to materialize at least part of  these principles. 

In my opinion, the greatest merit of  Maggie Jencks’ vision is not 
only to materialize spaces for those who struggle with this disease 
but also to push architecture towards an another dimension in its 
already important role in the healing process.
What Maggie Jencks unfortunately has not been able to witness is 
precisely the change that she herself  had initiated, since the first 
center - the one in Edinburgh opened in 1996 (Raskin 2019)
The initiative for new Maggie’s Centers comes mainly from doctors 
and consultants who have seen how important this synchronization 
of  medical care and support is, and how well it works at a hospital 
which has a Maggie’s Center operating nearby( Blackenham 2007).

There are currently 21 centers in operation in the UK, all linked to 
hospitals in the public health network. In addition, there are three 
other Maggie Centers around the world: one in Hong Kong, one in 
Tokyo, and one in Barcelona (Raskin 2019).
It is important to remember that Maggie’s centers are spaces 
adjacent to the medical units that only complete a deficit in the 
planning of  the traditional clinic/hospital concept.

Maggie´s Dundee in Scotland, UK
Photo 9 © YDAM via www.azahner.com downloaded 2023

Edward Williams Architects´propousal for a Maggie´s Center in UK
Foto 10:via www.edwardwilliamsarchitects.com, downloaded 2023

Maggie´s center in Fife-Scotland by Zaha Hadid, finished 2006
Foto 11: /www.worldconstructionnetwork.com downloaded 2023
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IV.  ARCHITECTURE-THE POTENTIAL LINK BETWEEN CURE 
AND HEALING

The days of  sterile, institutional children’s hospitals and pediatric clinics are fading. All 
over the world, architectural firms are designing imaginative spaces, from colorful climbing 
structures for toddlers to sophisticated private areas for teens. The use of  lots of  natural 
light and scenic views are popular (Donna Jackel, 2022 , Revolutionary pediatric health care facilities 

soothe, engage children, Rochester Bussiness Journal)

The environment cannot cause healing to occur but can facilitate engagement in behaviors 
and emotions that support healing; the environment can induce physical and emotional 
responses such as happiness, joy, and relaxation; and the built environment can enhance 
individual control and functionality—all of  which are antecedents to healing (Du Bose et al, 

2018, Exploring the Concept Of Healing  Spaces, pg 47)

Health is “a state of  perfect (complete) physical, mental and social well-being, and not 
merely as the absence of  disease”.(WHO 2020)

“Architecture, in its conception, must be rigorous and at the same time human, since in its 
spaces the human being tends to go through deficiencies and go through critical moments of  
his life” (Bruno Reinheimer- Arquitectura y Diseno en los Espacios de Atencion de la Salud, 2020)                           

.

Ann&Robert H. Lurie Children´s Hospital of Chicago, completed 2012
Foto 12: www.scb.com, downloaded 2023
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1. One enviroment-two contexts
key words: anticipatory fear, burnout, work environment

The hospital enviroments is considered to be a world into itself, sep-
arated of  the rest (Linebough 2013). One of  the most particular 
aspects of  the medical environment represents it - in my opinion, its 
“bipolarity”. By this term I mean the double projection that a given 
context can have at the same time.
The hospital represents one of  the central elements of  human 
society (Linebaugh 2013).  For a large majority of  people who are 
not professionally related to this environment, the simple image of  
a hospital can lead to associations of  unwanted situations due to 
the fact that the most common relationship between a person and a 
hospital is that of  patient-health center. 
As we have already detailed before, the person who acquires the 
status of  patient is already subject to stimuli from the medical en-
vironment that is different from other people who do not have any 
diagnosis. But at the same time, the hospital represents a complex 
professional and human character system, being the workplace of  
many professionals at the same time as spaces dedicated to teaching 
and research.

The burnout syndrome and the hospital environment
A large part of  these professionals  have as a daily routine to come 
into contact with the patient and therefore with their fears. In this 
way, throughout the research or therapy phases, both staff  and 
patients share the same spaces and the same environment with its 
stimuli. 
According to the surveys carried out for this study, the medical staff  
who come into contact with the pediatric patient also perceive a part 
of  their concerns. 
                                                   

Ann&Robert H. Lurie Children´s Hospital of Chicago, CT scanner
Foto 13: www.powerconstruction.com, downloaded 2023

The Royal Children`s Hospital
Foto 14:John Gallings, downloaded 2023
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Even the physical context - the hospital and its facilities - can affect 
the staff  in the same way as the patients are affected.
In recent years, special emphasis has been placed on the study of  
the risks of  psychological conditions in medical personnel in general 
and in resident physicians in particular. 
A study carried out by a group of  researchers from Barcelona-Cat-
alonia and published in 2021 in the National Library of  Medicine 
points to the weight of  the work environment as a key element 
in cases of  psychological exhaustion or burnout syndrome, with 
percentages of  60% of  affected personnel in radiology and surgery 
residents, and 40% in oncology and family medicine personnel. 
The main factors of  this condition are the hostile work environ-
ment, poor working conditions and high workload (Navines et al 
2021).

An extensive study carried out in Sweden on 1300 members of  the 
union of  young doctors-SYLF (Sveriges Yngre Läkarens Förening) 
reveals that a third of  the respondents consider leaving the medical 
field, one of  the main reasons being the precarious work environ-
ment (Berglund 2019).
The difficulty that medical staff  have to disconnect from the work 
environment and avoid excessive emotional involvement leads 
specialists to recommend that doctors, especially at the beginning of  
their careers, reserve a well-determined time for their own life and 
for their hobbies, with the purpose of  maintain the balance between 
work and personal life (Marques 2023).

Strictly referring to the hospital environment, what is emerging as 
an efficient strategy for the prevention of  Burnout syndrome is the 
provision of  exclusive spaces for the relaxation of  medical person-
nel, although in general there is an increasing tendency to eliminate 
this type of  spaces from hospitals (Navines et al 2021).

Excessive workload and hostile work environment can affect the mental health of the staff
(Navines et al 2021)
Foto 15: Getty images via : www.vardfokus.se, downloaded 2023
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2. The hospital- the meeting point between a healing space and 
optimal work environment

Changing perceptions
To more efficiently illustrate the complexity of  this context and 
how can be transformed, we can separate the medical environment 
into two basic interconnected components: a “software” part and a 
“hardware” part (see diagram below)

What we would call the Software includes all the components of  the 
medical field that do not have an express physical materiality:
-techniques -procedures -therapies
-technologies that are in the possession of  health professionals and 
used to combat/prevent diseases, etc.
 
The character of  these elements is mainly scientific and does not 
allow significant alterations. What can be changed is the perception 
that the pediatric patient may have regarding these therapies.                              
From this side of  the medical field, the strategies for approaching 
the child patient are related to distraction, communication - always 
depending on the level of  development of  the patient, with 
familiarization programs for the child and his family both with the 
medical procedures that make up the treatment, as with the hospital 
facilities (Mendez et al 2004). 

A study recently published by the Vall d’Hebron hospital in Catalo-
nia-Spain, affirms that the use of  these informative kits that famil-
iarize children with the radiotherapy room through virtual reality 
glasses has the ability to reduce the anxiety of  Children in treatment 
by 50% before entering accelerator and inclusive manage to avoid 
sedation (Lobez 2023)

Medical staff of the Vall d’Hebron hospital-Catalonia-Spain. The staff presents the information kit in 3D digital 
format that familiarizes the pediatric patient with the processes and the radiotherapy room through virtual 
reality glasses. 
Foto 16: via https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/el-gran-%C3%A9xito-de-i-am-ready-es-reducir-las/?originalSubdo-
main=es, downloaded 2023
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                                                    represents                           :  the container for the medical evironment
                                                                                                  work place, terapy place, educational space
  The HOSPITAL                        is the physical space where:  painful procedures are performed (surgeries, blood draw, etc)
                                           
                                                    must become                       : healing place, family space, lifecontinuing space
 
                                           

  HOSPITAL
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The hospital- a lifecontinuing place
A large part of  cancer treatment therapies involve visible and an-
noying side effects, which can lead to children with cancer feeling 
marginalized in their usual circles, even more so when there are 
periods of  absence from routine activities such as school (Mendez 
et al. to 2004).

The mother of  a 9-year-old girl from Skåne interviewed for this 
study says that when her doughter tried to integrate into the classes 
after a relatively long period of  absence and with visible effects of  
chemotherapy, she felt treated in a strange way by educational staff, 
since these staff  seems not to be prepared for such a situation.
But precisely the possibility of  continuing with some of  the routines 
prior to diagnosis is an important factor in normalizing the experi-
ences (Mendez et al 2004).

In the fifth international congress of  school organization-1998, the 
doctor in psychology Claudia Grau Rubio highlighted the impor-
tance that the possibility of  continuing with the studies had for 
the pediatric cancer patient, this assuming for the cancer patient a 
message of  hope in the future. and the possibility of  continuing to 
develop social and cognitive skills. 
With this purpose,  Grau defended the model of  an integrated 
school/hospital educational program that, in addition to good com-
munication/collaboration between doctors-family-teachers, special 
spaces prepared in hospitals (Grau. 1998).
An inportant point to keep in mind is that the doctor-patient re-
lationship is the basis of  all medical acts (Maurinio 2023), where 
communication and trust are the main elements. 

The hospital school program of Cincinnati Children´s searches to provide normalization during 
hospital stays and to develop and mantain the academic skills (https://www.cincinnatichildrens.org/
service/c/cancer-blood 2023) 
Foto 17: www.cincinnatichildrens.org

Teachers help hospitalizad kids keep up in school 
Foto 18: David Zalaznik
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Humanizing the hospital
The Hardware of  the medical enviroment refers to the part 
provided with materiality. Here can be included everything from 
medical instruments, uniforms, to the appearance of  the hospital, 
the facilities or the physical location of  the facilities. Generally, these 
elements have the capacity to generate strong reactions and anticipa-
tory fear in the pediatric patient (Mendez et al 2004).
According to De Bello (2000) the humanization of  the hospital structure 
can be carried out through:
-Remove the drama of  the hospital building  transforming the 
appearance of  the facades, the material, incorporating interior yards, 
openings.
-Remove the hospital from the urban context and place it in areas 
with a lot of  vegetation, good views and try a low-rise construction.
-The interiors should benefit from different furniture, the use of  
pastel colors and bright colors, seeking to eliminate the white colour. 

From the 1990s to the present, many medical centers have adhered 
to at least part of  these principles, and Detroit Medical Center is one 
of  them. It appears that the developers of  the Children’s Hospital 
of  Michigan - the HED firm - have chosen to involve both medical 
staff  and healthcare providers, patients, families and community 
members in the facility design process (healthcaresnapshot.com 
2023). 
The exterior in bright colors and inspired by the children’s buildings 
blocks is far from the somber and serious appearance of  classic hos-
pitals meanwhile the interiors seek a design oriented towards both 
the patient and the staff  involved, minimizing waiting times and 
improving orientation (healthcaresnapshot.com 2023).
The hospital emplacement is outside the urban areas and  can be ap-
preciated the wide spaces designated for the circulation of  which the 
facilities are planned.

Detroit Medical Center – Children’s Hospital of Michigan
Foto 19: John D’Angelo, downloaded 2023

Detroit Medical Center – Children’s Hospital of Michigan
Foto 20: Justin Maconochie downloaded 2023
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The built environment and the healing process- design strategies

In a rich-documented study entitled Exploring the Concept of  Heal-
ing Spaces and published in 2018 in The Center of  Health Design, 
researchers Du Bose et al identify and collect seven design strategies 
that generate environmental variables with an impact on the psy-
chological aspect of  the patient (the study focuses on hospitalized 
patients in general and does not make references on children or on 
patients affected by a specific disease such as cancer), in the social 
aspect, self-efficacy and functionality:
-Single rooms, East facing windows, presence of  plants inside the 
hospital, patients housed in areas away from noise zone, windows 
facing nature, acoustic ceiling tiles, the presence of  art, photographs 
that induce calm. 
Only three of  these strategies will be discussed below, returning to 
the others in the presentation of  the project.

Single rooms
For the pediatric patient in general and the cancer patient in particu-
lar, hospitalization supposes a separation from the rest of  life at the 
psychological level (De Bello 1999). 
The possibility of  having their own space that the child can 
personalize and create an environment that reminds him of  his 
home, of  the environment in which he felt safe and protected, 
constitutes the common element to which all the relatives inter-
viewed for this thesis  have referred to. Privacy is one of  the most 
important aspects for the pediatric patient (De Bello 1999).
Also from the perspective of  psychological coping with pain and 
anxiety, one of  the basic strategies consists of  allowing the pediatric 
patient to personalize the space they occupy through photographs, 
toys or the presence of  those closest to them (Mendez et al 2004).

THE ROYAL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL MELBOURNE
Foto 21: Billard Leece Partnership and Bates Smart 2011, downloaded 2023

THE ROYAL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL MELBOURNE The hospital is designed in such a way 
that it can allow a true dialogue between the natural landscape and the built volume.
Foto 22:  John Gollins 2012, downloaded 2023
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East facing windows-a window view of  nature

The use of  natural light and the landscape as elements that facilitate 
healing has its roots in antiquity. Since ancient times the Greeks have 
practiced the cult of  Asclepius - for the Romans Aesculapius, a son 
of  Apollo. The temples dedicated to this healer served as places for 
therapies and complex rituals and were always located in close prox-
imity to abundant nature, hot springs and views of  the sea (Martin 
2018).
These places turned out to be true healing spaces that were gov-
erned by the Greek motto that said that physical illness can induce 
spiritual and emotional crises (Lindebaugh 2013 pg 28).
It is worth mentioning that these temples used as true hospitals have 
coexisted and their cult has been followed at the same time with the 
development of  the Greek medical sciences, without ever entering 
into conflict but rather complementing each other (Martin 2018).
Roger S Ulrich (1994) describes in View through a Window May 
Influence Recovery from Surgery the surprising results of  an experiment 
carried out on two different groups of  patients who had undergone 
surgical intervention. The findings revealed that the mere existence 
of  a window facing nature in hospitalized rooms could influence the 
length of  hospital stay and the amount of  analgesics used to relieve 
pain.
In pediatric cancer patients, aggressive therapies such as chemother-
apy cause the destruction of  healthy red blood cells, resulting in a 
high degree of  fatigue (Mendez et al 2004), which justifies Linde-
baugh’s (2013) recommendation that views through the windows 
should be accessible from the patient’s bed and, to the extent possi-
ble, that would exist plants in the hospitalized patient’s room.

3. Instead of  conclusions

The purpose of  this first part of  my thesis is not to draw con-
clusions, given the fact that the complexity of  this topic seems to 
increase with each new study found and it is difficult - if  not even 
risky - to try to draw conclusions based on generalizations. 
Up to now I have encountered some difficulty finding studies based 
on experiments or surveys carried out on representative groups 
of  pediatric cancer patients. Most of  the studies found and whose 
conclusions have been referenced in my thesis collect results from 
experiments carried out on groups of  adults with different pathol-
ogies. In addition, the texts that explicitly refer to psychological 
coping in the case of  childhood cancer use a very well-founded base 
in theories and also in extrapolations of  results from studies carried 
out on adults. From what I have been able to understand after the 
many hours of  reading for this thesis, cancer is a world apart, a 
condition that, due to its complexity and its implications, far exceeds 
the concept of  a simple disease. 
Even more so when those who suffer it are the children who in 
themselves are already a universe of  dynamism vectorized by 
curiosity and hope.

The project below tries to build itself  as a graphic essay, as a 
materialization of  several of  the principles mentioned above, some 
of  which are even taken to the extreme. It does not seek to be a 
rational or economically viable proposal, but rather an architectural 
expression that does not neglect rational principles but understands 
that it steps above conventional lines. 
Surealistic, successful or impossible? Difficult to answer, but what if  
it was done?
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Project´s Intentions
The previous in-depth study of  the description of  childhood cancer 
with all that this implies -both physically and psychologically- aims 
to place at the center of  the debate that this thesis proposes the very 
special nature of  the spectrum of  experiences and needs of  the chil-
dren affected by cancer. In addition to the pediatric patient, family 
members and medical personnel complete the list of  human factors 
necessary in the healing process. 
From this perspective, the “humanization” (De Bello 1999) of  the 
medical environment is imposed as one of  the basic purposes of  
this project.

Pediatric patients, their families and the medical staff  are the main 
actors who come to be cured, live and work in the hospital 
environment, an environment that - always according to the 
evidence - needs to be renewed or even reinvented in many aspects.
By placing the human factor and its special needs at the center of  
the design process, Elisyum aims to unite two complex purposes:

1. Materialize a true physical support for programs, new content and 
technologies that together emerge in the synergy of  healing.

2. Obtain a dynamic material and psychological context favorable to 
the healing process at the same time with an environment oriented 
towards the human factor involved.

Design strategies
With the purpose of  radically changing the way in which the 
hospital and its environment influence the healing process and how 
the hospitalization experience is lived by all the actors involved, the 
design process has been based on three main strategies:

1.  Location.
Change the context in which the hospital is developing its 
environment. The new hospital seeks to leave the urban 
enplacement towards an environment that arouses fascination, 
curiosity and positive associations.

2. Physical appearance.
Break from all perspectives the traditional image of  the hospital and 
its dependencies. From the first sight, the new facilities must have 
the capacity to remove the thought of  the sick children from the 
negative associations related to pain, fear, death.

3. Programming
Based on well-known principles that facilitate the improvement 
of  hospitalization experiences - safety, functionality, flexibility and 
privacy (De Bello 1999), the new spaces are reoriented to create true 
support for the healing process.
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SHAPES

CONCEPT

SITE

PROGRAM

collaborative relationship

The exterior forms, materials and the interior flow 
are marked by a strong intentionality. 
Children understand mainly through what they 
see, their intelligence being intuitive and 
associative

  rationality and fantasyrationality and fantasy

-arouse curiosity 
-intriguing 
-comfortable 
-inspire security 
-categorically built for children

50% of the project consists of the 
challenge of implementing the concept in the 
chosen place.

the environmental context is chosen to pro-
voke positive associations and provoke 
curiosity, at the same time with the purpose of 
facilitating a complete immersion of the new 
environment in nature

relationship of interdependencerelationship of interdependence
* * the particularities of the chosen place affect 
the layout of the program while 
increasing its possibilities.

The program includes elements of a 
certain rigidity that correspond to the 
purpose of the project. 
Main objectives continue to be: 

*Operability
*Effectiveness 
*Responding to real needs 
*Connection 
*Autonomy. 

Other aspects come to complete and 
improve the main objectives.



The choice of  the place has not been random. From the earliest 
phases of  this project there was the intention - more than opening a 
window towards nature, to bring nature into the project. But nature 
is diverse and can offer several contexts. Most of  the studies refer to 
what we generally call vegetation- green spaces.
What I have found least in the papers studied were data on the 
tolerance level of  children affected by some form of  cancer - 
especially those who are already in the treatment phase - towards 
direct contact with what nature can suppose ( bacteria, allergens). 
In addition, this was one of  the aspects on which the interviewed 
professionals have emphasized the most, that the ideal medium for 
the pediatric cancer patient is a flexible one, which can be adapted 
to the sensitivities of  each one. The fact that a part of  the children 
in therapies cannot have direct contact with the plants or the earth 
was one of  the decisive vectors for the choice of  the marine context 
before terrestrial nature.
In addition, this context offered the great challenge of  entering the 
structures below the water level, creating spaces with a dynamic view 
of  the seabed. 
This advantage was largely ensured by the conformation of  the local 
seabed, which ensures a very uniform and moderate transition from 
the shore to the depth.
By bringing patients and their family environment in a context of  
great potential for recreational activities and open views, distraction 
is facilitated. Redirecting the attention of  the pediatric patient from 
the origin of  the pain towards other types of  stimuli such as 
pleasant sights and attractive activities constitutes the basis of  
psychological coping with pain and anxiety (Mendez et al 2004).
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location: north lomma- scania-sweden

site purpose:
 
-Remove the project from the urban context 
-Facilitate free immersion in the different dimensions of 
controled nature 
-Change the perception of what a clinic is from 
the perspective of its location 
-take advantage of the association that exists 
between the beach and leisure activities/vacation for children 
-opening to new spaces-programs-experiences 
-take advantages of elements as: sea breeze, tides, exposure to solar radiation

morphological advantages of the place 

-the site is separated  from the urban context 
-natural barrier between the site and urban areas
-low density urban area, low bildings profile  
-200 degree angle of view free of urban obstacles 
-low ground elevation 
-constant profile of the seabed 
-weak ocean streams 
-existence of protection dike

challenge

the place represents a highly circulated space, both by residents but also by a 
large number of tourists. The preservation of the context represents one of the 
biggest challenges in the implementation of the project.

seawildlife of interest 

  Porpoise/TumlarePorpoise/Tumlare

  F 1F 1  F 2F 2   F 3F 3   F 4F 4   F 5F 5

            MielgaMielga       Thornback RayThornback Ray             MinkMink                 SealSeal
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  lomma- scania-sweden

0m

0m

0m 10m

130m

10m

20m

100m 300m200m

HELSINGBORG 
HOSPITAL
34 KM NORTH

LUND UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL 9 KM            
EAST

MALMÖ UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL18 KM SOUTH

strategic situation:
-existing /developed logistics network 
-The site is located a short distance from the 
most important medical centers in the region. 
-access to the main facilities: direct through 
the pasage, air and by the sea 
-the urban center of lomma at 1 km 
-reduced traffic most of the year

disadvantages 
large influx of tourists during the summer 
months
the place represents a highly circulated 
space, both by residents but also by a large 
number of tourists. 
The preservation of the context represents 
one of the biggest challenges in the 
implementation of the project.

 The morphology of the seabed presents a         
 great advantage due to its uniformity and 
 stability, lacking submarine currents and   
 sudden changes in depth. 

aerated urban context: 
wide roads, available 
parking, low blocks, green 
areas

wide fields of view 
lacking the urban 
context
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External appearance- inspiration and purpose

The first sketches have already sought for this project organic forms 
that are easy to assimilate and associate from the first sight with 
things that can cause distraction and even the “wow” factor in 
children. 
Given the chosen location, I have tried to allude to elements that 
may be compatible with the context or even complete it, such as 
structures inspired by marine fauna. The sea constitutes a medium 
with many unknowns still and with limited access, which can in-
crease the fascination of  the little ones and not only. Basically we 
can talk about three main purposes of  the forms in the Elisyum 
project:

1.Design to break the stereotypes of  the “traditional” hospital and 
the associations that this vision can provoke
2. Design to facilitate other associations, arouse curiosity, intrigue, 
amuse and distract.
3. Find the ways that can facilitate the desired content and program-
ming while maintaining the principles of  security, flexibility, circula-
tion
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Forms in static movement
Intriguing situation
Unusual postures
Structures interacting with the context
Obvious associations

Looking for a way to obtain useful spaces beyond 
appearance while a mixed location -beach and sea is 
currently the most studied solution

1st. stage 2nd. stage 3rd. stage

Seeking to give visibility to the interior mechanisms, 
building spaces that provoke and allow glimpses.
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4th. Stage 5th. Stage

The digitization of the sketches has made it possible from an 
early stage to analyze the quality of the spaces and the potential 
of the designs. 
The possibility of applying textures and integrating the shapes 
in the context have opened up several possibilities, while taking 
the project to a turning point: realism/rationalism vs disruptive 
design.

The visible link with the beach raises certain problems in 
addition to practically cutting off an area that -depending on the 
season- can be very busy. A footbridge, however high it may 
be, would be a certain disturbance in the landscape, although 
it would allow traffic. On the other hand, a low corridor, which 
would follow the level of the ground and the water, would be a 
real barrier.
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Program- internal shapes
The programming part of  Elisyum can probably be considered the 
one that has needed the most time and has undergone the most 
variations. The creation of  the interior spaces and the implementa-
tion of  the principles that have already been accumulating through-
out the theoretical investigation have repeatedly affected the final 
appearance of  the project.
Orientation, layout, openings, submerged structures, isolated but 
interconnected areas, circularity and other principles have only laid 
the foundations for the spaces in which critical sectors had to come 
together.

The diagram shows the clear differentiation between areas that 
potentially generate fear and pain and those that come to change 
the perception of  the hospital environment. The intention is not to 
keep them separate or to hide critical areas from affected children. 
Rather, it is about making visible and demystifying what happens in 
these areas, filtering and softening what the patient sees and under-
stands, removing the fear of  something unknown.
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2.3. DESIGN STRATEGIES - PROGRAM
                                                    

   children and family area 

    
     green/thematic areas

area dedicated to 
therapies and research

spaces with access to the 
underwater landscape
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As previously mentioned, a different context had to be obtained 
within the new spaces, with sufficient capacity to dilute the harmful 
associations to pain and fear that essential spaces such as doctor’s 
offices and therapy or evidence collection areas cause. In this same 
context, which seeks to eliminate visible barriers such as closed 
walls or straight corridors with no exits, the recreational areas for 
staff  and patients still have to interact, but without fully mixing. To 
meet this challenge, I have proposed designing intermediary spaces 
that do not impede the view towards the other sector but - given 
its strong thematic character - changes the perception of  it. These 
kinds of  spaces can be large aquariums or glazed gardens that will 
serve as real separating screens between two specific areas, without 
the intention of  totally preventing access, but rather delaying it.

Another peculiarity of  the new programming is to avoid creating 
spaces expressly dedicated to flow, such as corridors or hallways. 
From the data collected directly, I can mention that patients and 
their relatives generally feel discomfort when they have to occupy 
narrow spaces affected by constant movement with only lateral 
openings, which - according to the respondents - generate a feeling 
of  encumbrance. In the first phases of  analysis of  the three-dimen-
sional space for programming, the need to break the symmetry and 
uniformity of  the design through the implementation of  random 
modules such as those that can be seen in the image has become 
evident.

In this way, spaces with a certain degree of  privacy can be 
created that even allow personalization through objects 
and toys by the occupants.
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VI.  PROJECT PRESENTATION
                                                    

ELISYUM: East view



The first impression is important
Unlike other types of  projects, the interaction with the location is 
intentionally pushed towards obtaining an effect of  surprise, leaving 
the expectations of  those who visit the place for the first time. 
But at the same time, the way in which the implementation of  the 
project in the place affects the existing context and the habitual use 
of  the site are the aspects that have needed the most attention.
Variants of  the early phases of  the project kept the clinic’s 
connection to the shoreline visible through a closed walkway, which 
strongly affected the context of  the site ( see workflow diagram).
Being located in the middle of  a place very popular with tourists and 
residents, the complex practically broke the beach in two. 
In addition to the strong visual impact, the walkway and adjacent 
facilities had to be raised to a certain height above the sea level and 
the beach floor, which created a new context with many spaces and 
undesirable angles. 
Given the particularities of  the local seabed and the programs to be 
implemented with Elisyum, the possibility of  installing the project 
only with one of  the views entering the sea and with the other part - 
which corresponded to the entrances and parking - on the shore was 
left aside.
As can be seen in the diagram- site analisys, the seabed reaches a 
depth of  5 meters to 100 meters from the coastline.
The optimal solution seemed to be to split the clinic instalations in 
two parts:
One part - the main one where the programs and characteristic 
spaces of  a clinic were going to be implemented - was going to enter 
the sea approximately 135 meters.
The other part, consisting of  the facilities dedicated to reception, 
electricity, water, drainage management, etc., were going to remain 
on the shore, without affecting the busy strip of  beach but 
occupying a part of  a wide parking lot located behind the sand 
dunes. (Photo).
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The connection between the two complexes takes advantage of  
the low elevation of  the site and is designed in the form of  a tun-
nel. The particularity of  this tunnel resides in the fact that it passes 
underground only 40 meters after which its roof  is open towards the 
water and the seabed, from which it practically emerges to connect 
to the main complex. This solution has also made it possible to 
maintain a low height and a contextual morphology in the facilities 
on the shore.
By breaking the visible link between the part located on the ground 
and the main body, the visual impact is increased while generating 
high levels of  curiosity. May also count on an “aura” of  mystery and 
the unexpected. Far from being reminiscent of  a hospital, the first 
sight of  Elisyum is unexpected and generates the “wow” factor.

1 INTERACTING WITH THE SITE
                                                    

Wide spaces without a specific use separate the strip of beach from the road and urbanized areas.
Foto by the author
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0m 50m 100m 300m200m

The parking areas and regular 
access to the facilities are located 
behind the low sand dunes in an 
area already provided with
 infrastructure.

Sand dunes with an elevation of 
2 meters and covered with dense 
vegetation delimit the strip of 
beach.

The tunnel ensures, in addition to 
access to the facilities, the connec-
tion of water supplies, electricity, 
internet.

 Low profile building  trying not to inter-
fere with the landscape or with the wide 
lines of sight.

   Heliport

docks for 
boats

docks access

   SHORE SIDE-
    RECEPTION

  150 M TUNNEL   ATRIUM   DOME    RING   CLINIC       ENTRE-
       RAMPS
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The visitor does not lose sight of  the sky or the environment at all, 
experimenting a slight ascent towards the clinic whose spaces 
gradually open up, providing more openness with each step.

 The access.

Access to the Elisyum facilities is ensured through three points:

1. A land access located about 50 meters from the water line. At this 
point are installed administrative offices, reception and technical 
rooms. These facilities have two accesses, one at ground level for 
staff  and another access via a ramp that is connected to the tunnel. 
This access point is provided for long-term parking and also has 
quick access for ambulances.

2. Both the ground facilities and the clinic itself  are provided with 
signalized landing platforms for helicopters.

3. Elisyum is provided with its own boat dock in the inner part of  
the ring, which ensures protection even when the storm is marked 
by intense waves. Access to this dock is calculated to allow access 
for different classes of  vessels, including those used for emergency 
tasks or fire fighting.

The tunnel

More than a simple direct connection between the ground and the 
clinic, the tunnel is a veritable umbilical cord of  supplies. From a 
constructive point of  view, it is made up of  a central core of  pre-
fabricated 150mm PLEXIGLAS shapes, embedded in a resin-based 
concrete exoskeleton. The base fixed on the seabed constitutes a 
second structure that houses the tubes and the connections between 
the reception and the clinic.
In previous versions, the connection was made through a walkway, 
whose orientation and shape were designed to predispose the 
pediatric patient to positive expectations.
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2. SHORE SIDE AND CONEXION
                                                    

Renderings of the previous version of the corridor that joins the two parts. Visitors do not 
lose sight of where they are and where they are going.
Fotos by the author
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 The submerged tunnel experience has a similar purpose but the 
means to achieve it are different. .
In the final variant of  Elisyum the visitor leaves the wide spaces of  
the reception to enter a wide tunnel artificially illuminated for the 
first 40 meters and whose sides house a true museum of  the history 
of  underwater life. In this sector, the visitor follows the indicator 
lights on the ground and experiences a gentle descent, while at each 
step they can glimpse more of  the sunlight filtered by the 3 meters 
of  water. Gradually, the tunnel re-emerges from its bed of  sand, to 
go up again, each time leaving the exit of  the tunnel in a wide atrium 
to be guessed.

The Atrium
The tunnel experience - although with open views towards the 
bottom of  the sea - finds its antithesis in the hall, the abruptly open 
space where the visitor once again sees the sky and is lifted off  the 
weight of  the walls of  water. It is in fact a metaphor that refers 
to the meaning of  the name chosen for the project-Elisyum. The 
patients leave the shore their sorrows and submerge in the darkness. 
But the darkness does not last long and a world apart begins to 
glimpse. When they finally pass from this they find a different place 
that is only thought to ease their sufferings. Children are carried 
away by what they see and understand that they are no longer in a 
hospital. They are in Elisyum...
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Precisely to strengthen this effect, the Ring has been projected. Low 
in elevation above sea level, the ring structure does not alter the 
view of  the upper level of  the Clinic, a level dedicated exclusively to 
the accommodation of  children and their families or visitors.

Principles behind the volumes
Referring again to the early phases of  this project, different 
typologies of  structures and volumes have been studied.
Long structures, successions of  apparently randomly arranged 
spaces or large open volumes have been considered.

Finally, it was a structure of  reduced elevation but with a large 
surface area that best allowed the implementation of  one of  the 
most important principles of  this project: bringing the natural 
environment inside.
The surface marine environment does not stand out for its richness 
and diversity. Putting the weight of  the entire project on just one 
point - the location of  the clinic on the beach - would have been a 
strong limitation on the potential of  the project. 
Although from the perspective of  the exterior Elisyum seeks a 
certain degree of  integration, what has to do with space and interior 
programming the project aims to obtain its own assembly of  
contexts.
Generally, an extensive structure raises the problem of  access of  
natural light in the central parts, with the sides being the most ex-
posed. 
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Principles behind the shapes
Leaving aside the connections with the shore, three different 
structures with differentiated use come to compose what is called 
Elisyum. The main body of  this complex is the Clinic, followed by 
the Ring and connected through it to the Dome.

The reason behind the decision to move the clinic towards the sea is 
complex. 
On the one hand, the ideal location for this concept should be one 
free from the urban context, where the projected buildings can 
benefit from natural light at all times. 
Also, an important advantage was to find a location that ensures 
a high quality of  views through the windows or openings of  the 
building, wherever the patients or staff  are. In this way, the situation 
of  choosing which of  the groups of  people present in the 
building would ensure the best view would not exist. 
In the chosen context, thanks also to the low degree of  urbanization 
and the relatively low profile of  the few buildings in the neighbour-
hood, this goal is achieved. By breaking the apparent link with the 
earth and projecting a circular structure, it also creates a feeling of  
being on an island, which increases the fascination of  children.

3 PROGRAM AND CONTENT - THE CLINIC
                                                    

Atrium  Clinic Dome

Ring
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The solution in this case is materialized by wide openings both on 
the sides and in the roof. If  a metaphor were used to describe the 
effect of  these openings, it would be like “transforming a monolith 
into a perforated space.”
In addition to allowing light to penetrate the entire volume and 
allowing the views to reach the horizon, the openings in the roof  
correspond to several partially enclosed gardens with free access for 
children whose condition does not limit direct contact with nature. 

This kind of  gardens of  different sizes and kinds of  vegetation can 
also be found on the ground floor where the areas with specific 
medical content are located.
Although the complex has a part mainly dedicated to vegetation 
- the Dome - green areas tend to be omnipresent throughout the 
entire space of  the building, softening the atmosphere of  facilities 
that originally still comprised a medical clinic.
To summarize this section, it could be said that the greenery and 
the views to the outside constitute the common denominator of  the 
new environment.

 An open space for everyone at all times
One of  the most important principles of  evidence-based design is 
a barrier-free environment. Control over their own situation in an 
environment where child patients are not limited or restricted con-
siderably increases the degree of  connection and adaptation to the 
environment in which they are hospitalized (Du Bose et al 2016).
Therefore, in the entire volume of  the complex, an attempt is made 
to restrict the use of  opaque walls. 
The areas for therapy and collection of  tests are delimited from the 
spaces for general use by true partially enclosed gardens.
In the area for the consulting rooms, the design has also been 
changed, separating each room and avoiding creating corners or 
closed hallaway.
Instead of  joining wall to wall in the usual way, the consulting and 
therapy rooms are true independent cells that are grouped among 
the green spaces. 

The result of  this programming is that spaces appear that can be 
assigned to the exclusive use of  medical personnel, who only have 
to leave the cabinets to change the environment. 
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By eliminating part of  the visual barriers and facilitating access, 
patients always have the possibility to see even a part of  what is hap-
pening inside the medical cabinets, a fact that added to the programs 
to familiarize children with the therapies and its possible effects 
considerably reduce anticipatory fear (Mendez et al 2004).
The rooms for children and their families are designed in the same 
way, eliminating shared rooms.. By having a single module for him-
self, the child patient has an easier time adapting to his new condi-
tion. In addition, the patient modules are designed in such a way that 
openings in their roofs can allow the child lying in his bed to see the 
sky. This detail completes the views through the usual windows and 
at the same time counteracts a possible feeling of  cloistered children 
who, for medical or other reasons, cannot easily leave their beds.

Following the same principle of  facilitating circulation, the stairs 
disappear from the interior design in favor of  the ramps . In this 
way, even for those who need a chair to get around, an impediment 
is eliminated. The only existing staircase in the entire complex is 
the one that connects the atrium with the first floor of  the clinic. 
Given the wide, mostly open spaces inside, strategies are also need-
ed to facilitate the orientation of  patients in the complex. One of  
these strategies is to use different colors for the children’s rooms in 
addition to allowing them to personalize certain exterior surfaces 
through drawings or colored spots. For example,  patients remem-
ber if  their room was blue or green and turn to the area where that 
color predominates.

Luminated color markings are also available on the floor and walls. 
Essentially, the intention from this perspective is to create an 
environment of  safety and easy access in which child patients feel 
free to move around or occupy spaces no matter what time of  day.
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Three different variants of modules for patients. Those represented here have vertical walls 
and different surfaces.

It may be easier for children to remember a certain color or a certain shape that 
predominates in the area in which they are accommodated.
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The highest level of the complex 
is made up of a concert hall, 
a small garden and the 
planetarium facilities.

LEVEL +2200

LEVEL +1500

LEVEL +800

0m 100m

The level is isolated to a certain 
extent and is dedicated to the stays of 
patients with a pessimistic prognosis. 
The level has its own medical office

the level dedicated to the 
accommodation of children. 
-includes different types of spaces, 
common areas, access to the green-
house and different exclusive spaces 
for the use of the relatives of the 
patients.
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The level contains the part 
dedicated to medical pro-
cedures, administrative of-
fices, reception, technical 
rooms. 
The floor communicates 
with level 200 of the 
greenhouse, which contains 
common spaces/children’s 
playground.

LEVEL +300

LEVEL +200

0m 50m 100m

LEVEL -300The tunnel exit corre-
sponds to level -500 where 
the main hall is located.

The facility has its own 
electric generating group 
composed of photovolta-
ic cells and underwater 
turbines.



Life must go on
The Dome refers to the greenhouse-like structure that is the upper 
part of  a sphere of  40 meters in diameter, of  which 17 meters are 
submerged. The dome and its content can be accessed  directly from 
the floor destined to the accommodations of  the children and 
the connection between the 7 levels that make up this complex is 
ensured by two elevators and a system of  ramps.
The initial purpose of  this structure was to house spaces for educa-
tional and leisure activities for long-term hospital patients, a place 
where regardless of  the weather situation, children can feel like 
outside while still being in a controlled environment. Subsequently, 
spaces for child patients with a pessimistic diagnosis have been 
added to this program.
The Dome is separated from the Clinic mainly to increase the 
comfort of  the children who in this way can perceive these spaces as 
exclusively dedicated to themselves. 
Places to play, explore, read or simply rest are combined with spaces 
where children can continue with a part of  their education. 

Elisyum,  South side view outside the marine environment

Precisely the presence of  these facilities are the ones that most 
increase the feeling of  normality and hope, since children see at least 
a part of  their routines following their course (Mendez et al 2004).
To further promote the feeling of  normality and security in children, 
the presence of  any element - including staff  clothing - that refers 
to a hospital was limited. Mostly educators, free time monitors and 
children are the ones who give life to this place.

But perhaps it is precisely the least visible part of  this structure that 
can arouse the most fascination for children due to its content: the 
rooms with access to the seabed.
The potential of  this kind of  spaces has been in the objective of  
this project since the first sketches, motivated mainly by the evident 
interest that children show for this mysterious world and Elisyum 
has been specially designed to respond to these needs of  the little 
ones.
Most of  the data that will be presented below comes from a 
scientific article entitled Marine Biota and Psychological Well-Being: A 
Preliminary Examination of  Dose–Response Effects in an Aquarium Setting, 
,published in 2016 by a group of  researchers from different univer-
sities and comes to practically justify the attention dedicated in the 
project to this dimension.
As the same text states, it seems that there is a real lack of  studies 
and research on the relationship between the benefits of  the 
underwater environment and health, although the experiments that 
have been carried out show very encouraging results (Cracknell et al 
2016).
This is not quite understandable in the context in which especially 
the underwater environment turns out to be one of  the preferred 
environments and that can have more restorative effects on the 
human being (Cracknell et al 2016).
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One of  the explanations for the considerable psychological benefit 
of  this medium that is offered in the aforementioned text consists 
of  the fact that this environment is capable of  acting in three direc-
tions: arousing fascination, generating the feeling of  being away, and 
showing compatibility.
These three elements are precisely what Elisyum wants to mean for 
pediatric cancer patients.

Why submerged spaces instead of  aquariums?

It has been proven that aquariums - an aquatic environment of  
small size and controlled biota - show great potential to generate 
psychological benefits, but the degree of  fascination that the 
underwater environment can arouse is directly related to the diversi-
ty and perceived size of  this environment. (Cracknell et al 2016).
The image of  the hall of  Royal’s children’s hospital in Sydney is very 
popular precisely because of  its aquarium -see page 23. 
With the purpose of  understanding what kind of  spaces children 
are most attracted to when visiting an aquarium, the author of  this 
thesis has carried out a short study in the Blue Planet Aquarium 
in Copenhagen. For the space of  two visits of  2 hours each, the 
duration of  the children’s stays in front of  different types of  aquar-
iums has been observed and noted. The result easily shows that the 
children have preferred the wide rooms that corresponded to large 
aquariums where there were facilities to sit without being in the flow 
of  visitors. 
The location of  the project in the marine environment facilitates 
this potential.
Instead of  designing one more simple attraction, think of  spaces to 
live, that provide diversity and motivation, that fascinate and distract

It is precisely these kinds of  spaces that are part of  project’s pro-
posal: wide and open spaces where children and their loved ones do 
not have to come just for a walk, where there are no schedules and 
where even everyone who needs can find their own place, 
personalize it, share it, or just being there  in their thoughts.
A space where they can find their own ways to continue with life 
and recover, as well as in the mysterious world that they will have 
before their curious eyes.
After all, this project is not about a particular place or an exclusively 
physical dimension of  a building or a clinic, but rather about a state 
of  mind that children affected by serious diseases such as cancer 
reach when they lose their fear of  pain and death. A state of  mind 
that I dare to call ELISYUM.
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Reflections and questions

Working on this project has finally turned out to be quite a different 
task from what I initially thought it would be. In the first phases the 
dominant feeling was that of  being on the way to discover some-
thing, of  guessing a formula that can give solutions. 
My most frequent questions were of  the type: what can be done, 
what is needed, how can it be solved, how could the architect get 
more involved? Perhaps from a certain perspective my approach 
had not been adequate. The solutions - I understood later were 
not lacking. But what almost at the end of  the project I still don’t 
understand is why - with the multitude of  knowledge that we have - 
are there so few projects that actually apply it? Where is the point at 
which the architect loses the courage to dare to propose something 
different? 
In my opinion, even the most advanced projects -I mean strictly the 
context that makes up the object of  my thesis- continue to show 
caution in the implementation of  a different architectural expres-
sion. There are restaurants and hotels that open up the views from 
their lounges to the bottom of  the sea. There are hotels and train 
stations that fascinate with their interior gardens and the best views 
and locations are always chosen for the most exclusive residences. 
But it is difficult to find these elements in a hospital project, even 
is it is about a hospital for children.  Why? It may be that in this job 
there are those who often ask “what if  it doesn’t work?”
My answer and question at the same time is still: 
                                what if  we would try it?
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VIII. RENDERINGS GALLERY-
An immersion into three-dimensionality through the image
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Approaching the Elisyum from the shore the apparent lack of  connection with the mainland becomes more evident. 
Given the uncertainty about how to access the clinic, the solution of  the tunnel and the experiences it entails become more unexpected and surprising.
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How Elisyum would interact with the place in a hypothetical scenario in which the sea would change its configuration ?
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The entire journey from the shore to the submerged spaces of  Elisyum is thought of  as a succession of  experiences in which non-conventional shapes, 
openings and islands of  vegetation are responsible for motivating child patients.
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Without dead-end corridors, without closed spaces for the view and always being able - wherever somebody would look - to find a piece of  sky, sea 
or something green and alive.
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The main idea of  the design process was to model “possibilities” rather than physical dimensions. Children affected by this type of  illness - not to 
limit ourselves only to cancer - go through a wide spectrum of  experiences and feelings, therefore it is to be expected that they need to express themselves 
or manifest themselves in many ways. The possibility that everyone can make a space or a view their own, even for a short time, can only improve their 
moods and ensure a passage to intimacy.
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Not forgetting that we are designing for children, for children who suffer pain and fear, was one of  the principles always present in the design process. 
Playful shapes, varied colors, fantasy elements, openings towards a mysterious world, real but safe at the same time were only a part of  the ingredients that come to 
compose this architectural adventure.
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It is no longer a hospital, it is a place where they can feel safe, continue playing and learning. 
A place where they can simply get on with their lives.
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Without schedules and without programming, children are free to make any corner their own at any time.
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Sometimes a child may just need to be with himself.
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The end of  this journey...
    Good bye Elisyum
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